Although there are a few methods proposed for predicting 3D motion, most of these methods are primarily designed for predicting the motion of specific objects, by assuming certain object motion behaviors. We notice that in desktop distributed 3D applications, such as virtual walkthrough and computer games, the 2D mouse is still the most popular device being used as navigation input. Through studying the motion behavior of a mouse during 3D navigation, we propose a hybrid motion model for predicting the mouse motion during a 3D walkthrough. At low motion velocity, we use a linear model for prediction and at high motion velocity, we use an elliptic model for prediction. We describe how this prediction method can be integrated into our distributed virtual environment for object model caching and prefetching. We also demonstrate the effectiveness of the prediction method and the resulting caching and prefetching mechanisms through extensive experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Distributed virtual environments (DVEs) allow geographically separated users to participate or sometimes interact in the same environment over the network. Useful applications of DVEs include remote training, virtual touring, collaborative gaming and collaborative design [3, 9, 12, 15] . However, since DVE systems strongly rely on the network, they suffer from some fundamental problems. The major ones are bandwidth limitation and network latency, in particular when the Internet is used for communications.
There are two main approaches to distribute virtual objects from the server to the clients in DVE applications. Most systems, such as DIVE [6] , SIMNET [5] , and VLNET [18] , employ a complete replication approach to distribute all geometry data to the clients before the start of the application. Since the geometry database is usually large in size, this approach assumes offline downloading or the use of a high-speed network in order to reduce the pre-loading time. Another approach to distribute geometry data is to send them on-demand to the clients at runtime [11, 20, 21] . The idea of this approach is that when the virtual environment is large, a viewer would likely visit only a small part of it.
Hence, it is only necessary to transmit the visible region of the environment to the client to reduce startup time and network traffics. However, to overcome the bandwidth limitation and network latency, a prefetching mechanism is needed to predict objects that will likely be visible to the user shortly and downloads them in advance.
A good prefetching mechanism relies on an accurate motion prediction method, which predicts the future positions of the user. An inaccurate prediction method wastes both network bandwidth and system resources. It may even further reduce the interactivity of the system. In practice, predicting the future, including the user's inputs, is a very difficult and challenging task. It is impossible to take into account of all related factors in the prediction, and any unanticipated events may cause serious prediction errors. Fortunately, it is possible to obtain a reasonably accurate predictor, which can at least improve the overall system performance.
In [7] , we presented a general idea of a mouse-based prediction method based on the elliptic model discussed here and some initial results on the accuracy of the prediction method. However, the major limitation of the work is that there are a lot of parameters that need to be fine tuned, making it very difficult for implementation. This paper extends the work significantly in the following ways:
1. We refine the method by introducing a new approach to determine the pulse constants. The new method improves the accuracy of the prediction method and reduces noise interference significantly by capturing the user's recent motion behavior.
2. We show how we may determine the parameters needed for the implementation of the prediction method and how the prediction method can be integrated into our DVE prototype system developed earlier [8, 9] to improve the performance of the caching and prefetching mechanisms.
3. We perform extensive experiments on the proposed prediction method with some popular prediction methods and on the performance of the revised caching and prefetching mechanisms, under different testing conditions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 investigates existing motion prediction methods. Section 3 presents our hybrid motion prediction method. Section 4 discusses techniques for determining the pulse constants and other relevant parameters. Section 5 briefly describes how the prediction method can be integrated into the caching and prefetching algorithms of our DVE prototype system. Section 6 demonstrates the effectiveness of our prediction method and the resulting caching and prefetching mechanisms through various experiments. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper with a discussion on possible future work.
RELATED WORK ON MOTION PREDICTION
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One kind of path prediction methods is based on the statistical method using random process analysis and past navigation patterns. An example method of this kind is presented in [17] for mobile computing. It considers the fact that most people follow some regular paths for their regular activities, such as going from home to the office. However, a person may occasionally choose to have a path different from his/her regular movement pattern. Two models are proposed in [17] to model these two situations. One is responsible for the recognition of regular paths. The other is responsible for predicting non-regular movement using the Markov model, which is based on Markov process analysis. Unfortunately, the analysis requires collecting a large amount of data and may also involve expensive computations.
Dead reckoning [10] is a popular technique used in DVE systems to reduce bandwidth consumption in transmitting the positional information of moving objects. Each participating machine runs a simulator to extrapolate or predict future states of a moving object from its current state. There are many possible ways to extrapolate the movement of an object. The most popular method is the polynomial predictor, which is included in the DIS protocol of IEEE standard 1278. Although the 2 nd order polynomial predictor is commonly used, polynomials of other orders may also be used in the predictor:
where p is the initial position, pnew is predicted position, v is the velocity, a is the acceleration, and t is the time at which pnew is to be predicted. This method assumes that the motion model is deterministic and follows a simple formula. In [22] , a hybrid approach was suggested. The first order polynomial is used if the acceleration is either minimal or substantial; otherwise, the second order polynomial is chosen. Although this method provides a generic model for many kinds of motion, human motion may not behave according to it. In particular, if one moves in a virtual environment and changes the acceleration rapidly, the prediction error could be high.
Another prediction model is the EWMA scheme suggested in our previous work [8, 9] . This method predicts future movements based on weighted past movement vectors, with the current vector given a weight of 1 and each preceding vector decreased by a factor of α, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1:
and n m are the predicted movement vectors for step n+1
and n, respectively. n m r is the actual movement vector at step n.
Although the EWMA scheme can quickly adapt to the change in the user's movement pattern, the predicted movement vectors always depend heavily on the recent movement vectors. Hence, if the user moves in an arbitrary way, the prediction results may become ineffective. In particular, as we have discussed in [7] , although the EWMA scheme is reasonably accurate in predicting 3D navigation, it is not too effective in predicting motion of a 2D mouse, which is yet the most popular device used in majority of the systems for navigation input.
The Kalman-based predictor [2, 4] is more sophisticated than the polynomial predictor. It was originally used to filter measurement noise from linear systems by minimizing the mean square estimation error in a recursive way. In other words, it finds a solution of minimal error, which is the difference between the actual entity state and the observed or measured entity state. It may work with the polynomial predictor or other prediction models to further reduce the prediction errors. Similar to the polynomial predictor or dead reckoning, this method assumes the predicted motion to follow a fixed motion model. Obviously, users' movement patterns can be arbitrary. It is very difficult to find a motion model that fits all situations perfectly. In addition, experimental results in [2] show that during rapid movement, the predictor becomes less effective and its performance is similar to one without using the Kalman filter.
Apart from polynomial-based prediction, there are customized prediction methods for special objects. For example, in [14] , the movement of an aircraft is modeled by a circular path because an aircraft typically moves spirally in their designed virtual environment. Another method is the Gauss-Markov process modeling to predict head motion [16] . It is because head motion is usually consisted of some burst changes in viewing angle accompanying with long static viewing direction afterwards. This kind of specialized prediction usually produces more accurate results because it takes into account the motion behavior of the target objects and extracts more information than the polynomial predictor does. The tradeoff is the loss of generality.
To guarantee object availability in distributed walkthrough, [11] maintains at the client a region of the virtual environment around the viewer. This region is larger than the viewing region of the user. As the user moves towards one direction, new objects entering the region may begin to transmit to the client and hence, there is no need to do any prefetching. In [1] , a simple method is used to prefetch object models from the secondary memory to the main memory based on viewing direction and velocity of the user. In both methods, the amount of data prefetched is often far higher than necessary. A motion prediction method specifically designed for 3D navigation will certainly help reduce the amount of data needed to be prefetched.
A HYBRID MOTION PREDICTION METHOD
In order to accurately predict the mouse motion, we need to construct a reliable motion model for a moving mouse. We adopt the motion model that we developed recently [7] . Figure 1 shows a mouse motion record captured from a sampled navigation step with the vertical component of the mouse motion velocity plotted against time. A typical navigation step contains a number of pulses. A positive pulse represents a forward movement and a negative pulse represents a backward movement. A graph with similar pattern can also be obtained from the horizontal component of the mouse motion velocity. Figure 2 shows a plot of the mouse motion acceleration against velocity for one of the positive pulses shown in figure 1. The trajectory of the scattered points can be approximated by an ellipse that starts and ends at the origin, in a clockwise direction. The principle axis of the ellipse lies on the x-axis of the graph and passes through the origin. The ellipse can be formulated as follows: where v is the velocity, and a is the acceleration (i.e., dv/dt). 2A and 2B are the lengths of the major and the minor axes of the ellipse, respectively.
An Elliptic Model for High Velocity Motion
For a negative pulse, the ellipse can be formulated as:
We may solve equations (1) and (2) by defining the initial condition v=0 at t=0:
where K1 and K2 are arbitrary non-zero constants related to A and B. K1 is a positive value for a negative pulse and vice versa. The width and height of a pulse determine the absolute values of K1 and K2. A wider pulse causes a smaller absolute value of K2, and a higher pulse causes a higher absolute value of K1. Since K1 and K2 are constants within the period of a pulse and need to be recomputed for every new pulse, we refer to them as the pulse constants. Note that t needs to be reset to zero once a new pulse is detected.
A Linear Model for Low Velocity Motion
We may observe from figures 1 and 2 that most of the sample points are concentrated around the origin if low velocity motion is involved. In this case, it is inappropriate to interpret the trajectory as an ellipse due to the increased significance of noise and distortion in the captured data. So, we model low velocity motion with a generic formula commonly used in dead reckoning:
where 0 v is the initial velocity, v is the velocity after time t ∆ . When the velocity is high enough, we then switch to equation (3).
DETERMINING THE PARAMETERS 4.1 Determining the pulse constants
Due to the possible presence of noise from the measurement, we use the Kalman filter in our predictor to determine the values of the two pulse constants K1 and K2 for each pulse. To apply the Kalman filter on equation (3), K1 and K2 can be regarded as components of the state vector in the filter. This is different from [2] since our method does not take the velocity and acceleration values as the components of the state vector. As mentioned in Section 3, we use a linear model for prediction at low velocity motion and switch to the elliptic model for prediction once the velocity reaches certain level. However, in order to switch to the elliptic model, we need to determine the values of the pulse constants. Hence, we first determine the preliminary values of the pulse constants and then use them as the state vector of the Kalman filter. Let v1 and v2 be the first and the second velocity values, respectively, taken since the start of a pulse. (In fact, zero should be the first velocity value, but it cannot be used to evaluate the preliminary values of the pulse constants.) So, we have:
By solving these two equations, we obtain
If v1 and v2 taken are not valid, such as when one of them is zero, the system will continue to use the linear model for prediction and v1 and v2 taken previously are ignored. Sometimes, t may reach 2 π / 2 K . If this happens, the predictor will regard the pulse as terminated and wait for the start of a new pulse.
As mentioned in the previous section, most of the sample points concentrate around the origin if low velocity motion is involved. In this situation, if we interpret the data points with our elliptic model in order to determine the preliminary values of the pulse constants, the increased significance of noise and distortion in the data points may increase the error in estimating the values of the pulse constants. This error will affect the prediction accuracy for the complete pulse period as in our earlier work [7] . However, the error can be reduced if we adjust the values of the pulse constants by the characteristics of the user's past motion behavior. Since the pulse constants determine the height and width of a pulse, to reduce the error in estimating the preliminary values of the pulse constants, we adjust the values of the pulse constants obtained from equations (7) and (8) as follows:
where * 1 K and * 2 K are the adjusted pulse constants. 1 δ , 2 δ , 1 β and 2 β are some constants. v is the EWMA absolute velocity determined in the last prediction step and l is the width of the EWMA pulse obtained from the last motion pulse. v and l can be calculated in a way similar to our EWMA scheme [8] :
where 1 α and 2 α are the weight constants, v is the distance moved by the mouse during the last step (i.e., the last sampling interval). l is the width of the last motion pulse, v and lˆ are in fact v and l computed in the last step. After the sampling of the mouse velocity at each step, we compute equation (11) if v is not zero; otherwise, v is unchanged. After the end of each pulse, we compute equation (12) K decreases with increasing l , to capture the past motion behavior of the user. In addition, we use the EWMA values of v and l instead of their mean values to adjust the values of the pulse constants because EWMA may adapt quicker to the change in the motion characteristics of the user. We demonstrate the improvement of this approach to [7] in section 6. 
where k u is a vector updated at the first iteration of each pulse and a zero vector for the rest of the pulse. For the evaluation of k u at the beginning of each pulse, we need not determine it explicitly. We may just evaluate (
T for each new pulse as described above and
x . With measurement update, the Kalman filter will generate − +1k
x as the a priori estimate for the next step and k x as the a posteriori estimate for the current step. The state transition matrix k φ is fixed to I. On the other hand, the measurement process as shown in equation (3) is in a non-linear form and hence, by applying the extended Kalman filter, the measurement update step can be written as:
where h(
x ) is a function equivalent to the R.H.S. of equation (3), k z is the measured velocity value and k K is the Kalman gain. The matrix corresponding to the noiseless connection between the state vector and the measurement is denoted as k H . It is determined by:
which can be rewritten as:
by substituting equation (3) into equation (15) . (Please refer to [4, 23] .)
To determine the values of parameters
α and 2 α , we apply the Powell's method [19] here by minimizing the absolute error for one step prediction as the objective function: For simplicity, the predictors for the horizontal and the vertical components of the mouse motion share this same set of parameters. Moreover, the threshold for switching from the linear model to the elliptic model V ∆ is set to 2.
CACHING AND PREFETCHING WITH MOTION PREDICTION
In our earlier communications [8, 9] , we proposed the MRM (most required movement) scheme in defining the access score of each object. It is based on the observation that the farther an object is from the viewer, the longer it will take for the viewer to move directly in front. Consequently, the value of caching this object in the local storage or prefetching it from the server is lower. Similarly, the larger the angular distance of an object is from the viewer's line of sight, the value of caching or prefetching the object is also lower. To determine the access score So,v of object o to viewer v:
where o D is the distance between v and o, In our DVE prototype, we employ a similar navigation mapping as a typical VRML browser. We map the vertical mouse motion to the user's forward or backward velocity and horizontal mouse motion to the user's rotational velocity, i.e., change of line of sight, in the 3D environment.
In our earlier work, we use the EWMA scheme to predict where the viewer will be in the next step. The client will then request the server for objects that the viewer is expected to see if it does indeed move to the predicted location. This prefetching operation will increase the availability of objects at the client. However, due to the dramatic increase in error as we attempt to predict more steps ahead using the EWMA scheme, we could only prefetch objects one step ahead. While this still increases the prefetching accuracy, the objects requested may not have reached the client in time for rendering the next frame as the network latency increases or the network bandwidth reduces. This limits the usefulness of the prefetching algorithm. In addition, due to the limitation in accuracy of the EWMA scheme, we did not use the predicted location for object caching. Instead, we simply cached objects based on the current location of the viewer. This caching strategy has the problem that when the cache is full, the caching algorithm will remove objects based on the current location of the viewer. However, it is possible that objects considered as visually less important at the current location and removed from the cache may become visually important in the next steps.
As shown in the next section, the proposed prediction method is very accurate even when we predict a few steps ahead. Hence, we have Figure 3 . Determining the access score of an object.
revised both the caching and the prefetching algorithms of our DVE prototype to use the proposed prediction method. We have experimented the accuracy of the caching and prefetching algorithms with different numbers of prediction steps. As will be shown later, increasing the number of prediction steps can improve the cache hit ratio significantly.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have implemented 3 predictors, 1 P , 2 P and 3 P , for testing. All of them are operated with a Kalman filter. 1 P denotes our prediction method proposed here. 2 P and 3 P are two popular predictors. 2 P is a predictor using the Guass-Markov process modeling and 3 P is a second order polynomial predictor. We have integrated all these three predictors into the caching and prefetching algorithms in our DVE prototype [9] for comparison. During all our experiments, the client module, which contains the three predictors, ran on a PC with a Pentium III 800MHz CPU. The server module ran on a Sun workstation with an UltraSPARC-IIi 270MHz CPU. Figure 4 compares the computational costs of the 3 predictors. We observe that 3 P has the highest computational cost. This is because the state vector and the measurement vector have a size of 3 and 2, respectively. It is greater than those in 2 P , which have the size of 2 and 2. However, 1 P has the smallest state vector and measurement vector sizes of 2 and 1, respectively. Since the computational cost increases significantly as the sizes of the two vectors in the Kalman filter increase, our method is the fastest of all three methods. Another reason is that in our method, we only need to run the expensive Kalman filter when the input absolute velocity value is higher than the threshold value V ∆ . In a typical walkthrough, the user often tends to keep the mouse steady or move it very slightly most of the time. In this situation, the input absolute velocity value will be smaller than V ∆ and hence, 1 P will have a much lower computational cost. 
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We have conducted some navigation experiments using our DVE prototype with the three prediction methods. Four types of navigation patterns are experimented as shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5(a) shows the CP pattern, which models a constant circular translation pattern. Figure  5(b) shows the CCP pattern, which models the same pattern as CP except that the moving direction changes less rapidly at each step. Figure 5 (c) shows the RW pattern, which models a random walk around the environment. Here, we further divide the RW pattern into two types.
One has a fast navigation speed, called RW1, and the other has a slow navigation speed, called RW2. The mouse motion is predicted separately by the three predictors 1 P , 2 P and 3 P in the experiments. The predicted mouse velocity is then mapped to the translation and angular velocities in the 3D virtual environment. Our earlier EWMA prediction method, which is not suitable for predicting mouse motion, is also investigated in some of the experiments.
In our experiments, we compare the effect of determining the access scores based on current locations and on the predicted locations. We have also investigated the performance of the system with and without prefetching, through measuring the prediction error and hit rate.
Prediction error
In order to have a closer investigation on the improvement achieved by equations (9), (10), (11) and (12), we compare our earlier method [7] with 1 P . The result is shown in table 1. The significant improvement of the new method over our original method demonstrates the importance of the initial guess of the pulse constants on the accuracy of the prediction.
We have also investigated the accuracy of the three predictors, 1 P , 2 P and 3 P , at different number of prediction steps, i.e., predicting different numbers of steps ahead. We experimented 1 to 5 prediction steps with each of the four navigation patterns: CP, CCP, RW1 and RW2. Note that the parameters used in 2 P and 3 P are also determined by the Powell's method, in a way similar to those determined for 1 P . Each prediction step is set to 0.1s and the navigation system reads the predicted location every 0.1s. The error values are the average absolute difference between the actual and the predicted mouse displacement in the vertical direction. (The error values for the horizontal direction are expected to be similar and can be determined in a similar way.) Another possible error measurement may be the absolute distance error. However, using the velocity difference as the error measurement makes the analysis of the predictors easier since the prediction is based on the velocity vectors. In addition, the results from both x and y directions are similar. From figure 6 , we observe that 3 P may be the most inaccurate method among the three. It is pointed out by [2] that the accuracy of a polynomial-based predictor is highly dependent on the prediction length l and the contribution of high frequencies in its signal spectrum. The poor performance of 3 P shows that l or the high frequencies contribution may be too high for this method. It is believed that the performance may improve significantly by reducing the sample size. This can be regarded as a reduction on l or the high frequencies contribution since the velocity value should be lowered if the time unit is decreased. Then, the general variation of the values, and hence the high frequencies contribution, is reduced. From another point of view, l is reduced because of the shortening of the prediction step size.
However, it is difficult to have a high sampling rate of the mouse location, especially under Java implementation. In addition, increasing the sampling rate will lead to a greater fluctuation in the actual sampling time. Figure 7 (a) shows a sketch of the equation of the second order polynomial predictor, where p=0, v=5 and a=15. As the velocity value increases, the slope of the curve becomes steeper and steeper. This does not match with the shape of the pulses shown in Figure 1 . Therefore, the generic polynomial predictor is not suitable for predicting mouse motion, compared with 1 P and 2 P .By comparing 1 P in figure 7 (c) and 2 P in figure 7(b) , we observe that they are similar in accuracy when the prediction step is low. However, as we increase the prediction step, 1 P becomes more and more outstanding than 2 P . This can be easily explained by comparing the outputs of the equations. According to the transition matrix in 2 P , we know that the equation for evaluating v is:
where β is some constant. The curve is plotted in Figure 7 (b), with v=5 and a=15. It is similar to the starting of a pulse shown in Figure 2 . However, as we increase the prediction step, the slope becomes flatter and flatter, which causes the predicted value to move towards a constant value. On the other hand, our proposed predictor drops to zero eventually. This matches very nicely with the pulse shown in Figure 2 . This accounts for the outstanding performance of 1 P .
Hit ratio
To study the performance of the three predictors under a real situation, we have performed some experiments on the prototype system [9] . The system employs a multi-resolution modeling technique similar to the progressive meshes [13] for model transmission. The access scores of all potentially visible objects in the environment are computed at each step to determine the objects for caching, the objects for prefetching and the resolution of each object for rendering, so as to increase the availability of objects and minimize the transmission and rendering costs. The virtual environment that we use for our experiments here has a size of 10,000x10,000 square units, containing a total of 5,000 objects. The The performance of the three motion predictors can be measured by the cache hit ratio. Cache hit ratio refers to the percentage of bytes of objects inside the viewing region of the viewer available from the client's local cache at the time of rendering. A high cache hit ratio implicitly indicates that the output images have high visual quality.
We have performed three experiments with the prototype system. In the first experiment, we tested the performance of the caching and prefetching mechanisms with different prediction methods. In the second experiment, we studied the behavior of the prefetching mechanism by varying the number of prediction steps. In the last experiment, we tested the performance of the caching and prefetching mechanisms with different navigation patterns.
Experiment #1
In the first experiment, we investigate the performance of the caching and prefetching mechanisms with different prediction methods. The prediction methods that we have experimented include 1 P , 2 P , 3 P and the EWMA method. The weight of the EWMA method is set to 0.5. Figure 8 shows the results of the experiment. Result #1 is a base case for comparison -no prefetching is preformed and the access score is determined based on the current location. In results #2 to #5, we use the four prediction methods to predict the viewing location and direction in the next step, which are then used to determine the access scores of objects for caching. However, no prefetching is performed. Results #6 to #9 are collected under the same conditions as results #2 to #5, except that prefetching is performed this time based on the predicted viewing location and direction. 
Result

Cache Hit Ratio
From figure 8, we may observe that even if there is no prefetching performed in result #1, the hit ratio is reasonably high, due to the small incremental change in object visibility between consecutive frames and the satisfactory performance of the caching mechanism. Results #3 to #5 generally show slightly higher hit ratios than result #1. This is because when the prediction methods are accurate enough, using the predicted location to compute the access score helps determine future object visibility more accurately. Objects currently in the cache but with low predicted visibility will be reduced in size or removed from the cache by the caching mechanism. This approach, however, is risky because if the prediction method is not reliable, objects that are actually needed in the immediate future may be removed. Result #2 shows that the EWMA scheme may not be reliable enough for this purpose as it actually produces a lower hit ratio than result #1. In general, results #3 to #5 are very close because all of them do not perform prefetching, but we can see that 1 P and 2 P produced a slightly higher hit ratios as they are more accurate in predicting mouse position than 3 P .
Results #6 to #9 generally achieve much higher hit ratios than results #2 to #5. However, we note again that the performance of the EWMA scheme is not too good. There is only a small improvement on hit ratio when prefetching is performed. In contrast, results of 1 P , 2 P and 3 P
show bigger improvements on hit ratio after perfetching is performed. However, 1 P and 2 P have higher hit ratios then 3 P , indicating that they are more accurate in predicting object visibility in the next step.
Experiment #2
In the second experiment, we investigate the performance of the predictors in predicting a few more steps ahead and the performance of the resulting prefetching mechanism. We test the three predictors 1 P , 2 P and 3 P in predicting from 1 to 5 steps ahead. That is, the system will try to prefetch objects which may be accessed in the subsequent 5 steps whenever the network is idle. Objects that are predicted to be visible very shortly will be transmitted first. In figure 9 , we may see that the hit ratios of all three methods increase with increasing prediction and prefetching steps. It is because if the system can request for objects earlier in time, more renderable objects will be available immediately from the local cache at the time of the rendering. Moreover, the accuracy of 1 P and 2 P helps to generate a higher hit ratio in all steps then 3 P .
1
P does particularly well when the prediction steps are high due to its comparatively high prediction accuracy at high prediction steps. 
Experiment #3
In the third experiment, the performance of the three predictors under different moving patterns is evaluated. We have experimented the same four navigation patterns: CP, CCP, RW1 and RW2. Figure 10 shows the resulting hit ratios under the four moving patterns when all the predictors attempt to predict the viewer's location and direction 5 steps ahead. We may observe that the hit ratios obtained from the RW1 pattern are generally lower than those from other navigation patterns. This is because under the RW1 pattern, the viewer moves more rapidly in a random manner, reducing the accuracy of the prediction. On the other hand, our method does better than the other two predictors under all navigation patterns. This is due to its higher accuracy in predicting the mouse motion velocity. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described our hybrid method for predicting navigation movement using a mouse-based input device. We have introduced the method and described how to determine all the relevant parameters. We have also discussed how we may integrate the prediction method into the DVE prototype system that we have developed. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method as compared with some of the well-known motion prediction methods. Our method does very well under single and multiple prediction steps. Our experiments also demonstrate that the proposed method improves the performance of the caching and prefetching mechanisms significantly under some typical navigation patterns. We are now investigating how our proposed prediction method can be applied to other input devices, in particular the CyberGloves.
